(1) has a unique pseudosolution which depends continuously on y\ otherwise the equation is said to be ill-posed. One objective of this research is to show, when X and Y are L 2 -spaces of square-integrable functions, that the topology of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS) is an appropriate topology for the regularization of ill-posed linear operator equations, and to initiate a study of generalized inverses of linear operators acting between two RKHS. A second objective is to provide an approach to optimal approximations of linear operator equations in the context of RKHS, and to demonstrate the relation between the regularization operator of the equation Af = g and the generalized inverse of A in an appropriate RKHS. (For some background on regularization methods see [3] RW = (QA*(AQA* + XP)^Y g)(s).
We call the (linear) mapping which assigns to each g E H R^ the unique minimizing element f x , the regularization operator of the equation Af = g. = inf IU/* -g\\ R(X) \ .
fie Hg )
In the setting of this section we have ^4[Hg] = H R C H R^ C Y. Replacing f/~ by W^/^) in (2), we obtain for y E %4((2,JR(\)))-^ is helpful to remember that the topology on H R is not, in general, the restriction of the topology of H R + KP , with the notable exception of the case H R n H p = {0}. [7] .)
The results of this paper provide an approach to simultaneous regularization and approximation of (ill-posed) linear operator equations which applies to a large class of operator equations that include boundary-value problems, Fredholm integral equations of the first kind, and integrodifferential equations; see also 
